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WELCOME TO issue 11 of
media special.

The Shrieking Violet, a

Media is never far away from conversation, as we’re surrounded by it everywhere,
everyday. In Manchester, the BBC’s move north to nearby Salford, at the new MediaCity
complex, is a big headline grabber.
Yet Manchester has long been a ‘media city’,
with a long print history, from the Manchester
Guardian through to its status as the ‘Fleet
Street of the north’ producing northern editions
of national daily newspapers.
I quickly realised I couldn’t hope to provide a
comprehensive look at media and the city; instead, I
chose to focus on a few aspects I find interesting, from
the legacy Manchester’s newspaper history has left on
the city physically in its buildings such as the beautiful
Daily Express Building on Great Ancoats Street, to why
some magazines (such as Shortlist and Stylist) still feel
the need to make radical distinctions between what
they perceive men and women are interested in.
I’m also inspired and encouraged by independent
media which isn’t part of the official history of the city,
and have been trying to create profiles of magazines
that have influenced and continue to influence The
Shrieking Violet, from the Salford Star magazine
to fanzines.
If I had had more time, I would have loved to have found
out about radical publications connected to Manchester’s
history, written about publications of the co-operative
movement such as the Co-operative Women’s Guild
magazine Women’s Outlook and provided a guide to pubs
formerly frequented by journalists. These are stories I will
look forward to investigating and telling in the future!

Editor: Natalie Bradbury (www.theshriekingviolets.blogspot.com)
Cover Design: Dan Russell (http://dandidthis.tumblr.com)
Writers: Natalie Bradbury, Dan Russell (www.mmdc.org.uk), Kayleigh Read (www.myspace.com/kayleighreadmusic), Sam Bail (http://bunmagazine.com), Evan Cowen, Joe
Shaw, Rich Howe(www.facebook.com/reqs.php#!/group.php?gid=264128182803), Rachel
Cranshaw, Jack Hale (www.manchestermodernistsociety.org), Matthew Austin
(http://austinbrothersfilms.com)
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To tell me what I’ve got wrong/contribute/tell me off for leaving The Shrieking
Violet in your cafe/bar/shop/cinema/gallery/library without permission/request
back copies, email: Natalie.Rose.Bradbury@googlemail.com
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Daily Express Building

4

Great Ancoats Street
IN THE Manchester of the 1920s and 30s, most commercial buildings were clad in the
post-gothic respectability of classicism. Pale coloured stone walls spoke the
architectural language of the Greek Temple and Roman Forum whilst hiding their
shamefully modern steel and iron inner selves; they expressed their owners’ desires
to be seen as strong, solid, ‘historic’.
Ship Canal House, built around 1926 (at 88 King Street) is seven stories of Portland
stone above a rusticated base, and standing on its very top, above a row of Corinthian
columns is whopping great statue of Neptune.
Although it has touches of modern simplicity, Edwin Lutyens’ Midland Bank (at 100
King Street, 1933-35) is, nevertheless, swaddled in references to Greece and Rome.
And, bang slap in the city’s civic heart is E.Vincent Harris’s Central Reference Library
of 1935, a Forum and a Temple of knowledge with its great dome, ziggurat frieze and
stonking porticoed entrance. Grand, refined, academic.
Yet, surrounded by some of the earliest industrial buildings in the world, there on
Great Ancoats Street, between 1935 and 1939 one truly bold, magnificently modern
and genuinely advanced neighbour dropped in on this polite society of academic
references. The Daily Express (not the odiously Conservative, decidedly down
market daily paper of today, but the Associated Press of the 1930s) had
commissioned a renowned engineer and British Modernist legend to design three
matching sisters; an HQ in Fleet Street, an office in Glasgow and office and print works
here in Manchester. Sheer walls of black Vitriolite and chrome adding a hint of ‘Deco’,
just yards from cholera pits of Angel Meadow and the massive mills of Ancoats.
The Guardian lived in Victorian Cross Street and The Daily Mirror lived in pale
classicist Thomson House (now the Printworks), and the Daily Mail was in
modern-ish Northcliffe House on Deansgate, but, when Lord Beaverbrook’s Express
commissioned Owen ‘Concrete’ Williams to rebuild their offices and printworks on
Great Ancoats Street, Modernism truly arrived in Manchester. This building is a big
glass box – so very common in 2010, but then a strikingly new concept for our city
centre.
The concrete slab construction and glass curtain walls enabled natural light to flood
in, it had a free and uncluttered working space, and communication and electrical
cables were given a place in under-floor ducting. Much as you would expect in any
present day office development.
Cleverly, the building was constructed as the previous one on the same site was
dismantled, so as not to disrupt production of the newspaper. The owner of a small
warehouse on one corner of the site wanted to sell but held out for a high price,
hoping Beaverbrook would buy him out. He didn’t and the Express’s black Vitrolite
skin simply skirted around it (it wasn’t until the building was redeveloped in the 1990s
that this final corner was ‘completed’).
And, best of all, the printing presses were placed in a double height hall, fully

visible to the outside world – a factory floor in full view in the centre of the City,
brazenly industrial and courageously modern. (Famously this can be seen in a scene
from the film ‘Hell is a City’ – the print hall glowing and the presses working through
a grubby 1950s Manchester night.)
This was a great expression of the Machine Age, of modern communication and of
confidence in the future, a press centre in the north that would last until the
technological modernisation that cruelly closed down Fleet Street inevitably made
redundant this factory of print. One by one all news centres moved out of town; even
the Manchester Evening News has recently decamped to Chadderton.
Soon after the Daily Express Building was completed came the Second World War
and not much was built in the city until the late 1950s, with the coming of a new media
age. When Granada was awarded one of the first commercial TV franchises it
decided to set up home in Manchester – its building is more Festival of Britain than
Machine Age Modern, yet in the years between the Daily Express and Granada,
almost no commercial buildings were constructed in the city.
There’s a certain shady glamour associated with the dirty Mac journos, the inky
‘chapels’ of the print unions and the mighty press Barons of old, and all this has gone,
but Owen Williams, architect and engineer, designer of concrete ships, aircraft, the
M1 and the great Boots Packed Wet Goods factory in Nottingham, has left us
Mancunians with a Modernist treat – drive past it on a dark night, and if the lights are
on inside, it’s still a marvellous sight.
by Jack Hale www.manchestermodernistsociety.org
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I FIRST became interested in films about newspapers after discovering Wakefield Express by the Free
Cinema director Lindsay Anderson, a portrait of the town’s newspaper commissioned to mark the paper’s
centenary in 1952, which places the Express at the heart of the Yorkshire community it serves. Lasting just
over thirty minutes, it’s a snapshot of Wakefield life, and the city’s expansion, which the Express was there
to record at every moment — as the narrator notes, ‘the Express has grown with Wakefield’. It was
rescreened in the town last year during protests against the Wakefield Express leaving its town centre
offices and moving to the outskirts of town.
Similarly, films in the North West Film Archive document Manchester’s history as the ‘second city of
newspapers’, where both northern editions of the daily national papers were produced, as well as Greater
Manchester’s own regional daily paper the Manchester Evening News.
News Story is a twenty minute behind the scenes portrait of the Manchester Guardian made in 1960, four
years before it moved to London (and dropped the ‘Manchester' part of its name), which traces the history
of the paper from its foundation in 1821 following the Peterloo Massacre to its status as an
international paper.
The NWFA also holds two documentaries about the Manchester Evening News (like the Wakefield
Express, the Evening News, too, has now moved out of town — from Deansgate in the city centre to
Chadderton, Oldham earlier this year): Here is the News, made to mark the paper’s centenary year in 1968
and The Voice of a Region, from 1970-2, which celebrate the Evening News’ role as ‘an important voice
for a famous city’ and ‘a strong heart for the community it serves’.
Lingering on the city’s achievements and admiring its new modernist architecture, they’re modern and
optimistic, talking admiringly of Manchester’s abundance of supermarkets and self-service stores, panning
past glamorous shop fronts, showing celebrities such as George Best and exalting the young people of the
city. In Here is the News, bright yellow Ford vans glide around the city’s roads to a soundtrack of jaunty
jazz, distributing newspapers like rolled up rays of sunshine.
Shown being read in a suburban home by members of the nuclear family, the Manchester Evening News
is ‘the family newspaper that is indeed a member of the family’. It’s a ‘pleasure at the end of the working
day’ that's ‘read by all types of people — men and women, young and old, rich and poor’, and is ‘full of the
sorts of things that everyone is interested in’, from the stock market, football, dogs and horses to fashion
pages, recipes and hints for housewives and nightclubs, cinemas and jobs for young people.
The films rush around the different departments that work towards the ‘daily miracle’ that is the
production of a newspaper; from clattering typewriters with hands dancing over the keys to splashing
chemicals in the darkroom, pipe-smoking men in waistcoats, girls chattering on telesales headsets, the
sawing of metal plates and the rolling of printing presses that could turn out up to 38,000 papers an hour.
The Voice of a Region visits the Evening News’ then new premises, purpose-built by the architects Leach
Rhodes Walker next to John Rylands Library on Deansgate (where Spinningfields is now), praising the
‘striking modern building’ surrounded by courtyards and squares where the public can relax, ‘soothed by
the sight of flowers’. It concludes ‘as the city continues to grow, so will the newspaper’.
Unfortunately, though, within decades the old ways of newspaper production were becoming obsolete. In
complete contrast to the confidence of the Evening News films, The Way It Was comprises of grainy, jerky
footage shot in Thomson House (now the Printworks entertainment complex) on Withy Grove, base of the
Mirror and Telegraph, which was once home to the largest composing room in Europe.
Filmed shortly before the printworks was taken over by Robert Maxwell in 1985, maudlin classical music
accompanies images of the massive machinery which has come to rest, zooming in on contemporary
headlines and hovering over the word ‘redundancies’. Another brief film, New Newspaper Premises, shows
old staff who made been made redundant being shown the new computerised facilities which replaced them.

AUGUST 12TH, 2007. It’s 3.16am and three brothers are standing,
somewhat wearily, out in the freezing cold rain, contemplating
whether or not ‘this was a good idea’. Chris, Dan and Matt Austin,
or the Austin Brothers as they’re better known, are on the set of
Cricket, their debut feature film. But the heavens have opened,
filming has juddered to a halt and, right now, the very tight
shooting schedule looks set to fall apart. Disaster looms.
Again, the question pops into my head: “Was this a good idea?”
Three years have passed since that cold and wet August evening,
and it’s easy to look back and laugh with that odd sense of
nostalgia. But the feeling of despair and pure exhaustion at the time
is something every filmmaker will be familiar with. Thankfully, the
story that night finished with a happy ending. The rain, as suddenly as it appeared, vanished again. Filming
continued till around 5am, we slept for two hours, and then we were all out again in Central Manchester for another
sixteen hour shoot. It was one of several close calls on Cricket (including cars breaking down, actors going AWOL, and
nearby prison strikes), but one of many experienced over the years.
Almost a decade ago, the three of us – The Austin Brothers – started making films together while still studying at
University. We had always loved films, and toyed around with making them as children, but now we wanted to do it
for a living. And so our first high-profile production was 2004's Bloodline, a horror short which premiered at the
National Media Museum in Bradford. It had zombies.
This was followed by Guy's Guide to Zombies, an animated comedy that won the BBC's 2007 New Talent Award and
went on to screen at over 70 film festivals around the world – including ComiCon, Raindance, LA Shorts Fest and
many more. It even screened on BBC3. It was the success of Guy’s Guide which inspired us to take on a much
bigger project.
Cricket is our first full-length feature (and not a zombie in sight). A crime thriller shot in and around the streets of
Manchester, from Salford Van Hire to Chinatown via a real life drug den in Ashton, on a shoe-string budget, the film
has already attracted praise from industry professionals and journalists, including Stephen Fry, for its hard-hitting
portrayal of human trafficking in the UK. And this year it has been selected to close the Seventh Salford Film Festival,
right at the heart of the North West’s Media City.
For a film with no budget, no big named actors, and no support, you’d be forgiven for thinking that the subject
matter was far too ‘big’ for us. But from the start, it was our mission to prove that, if you're resourceful and dedicated
enough, you can make a £1,000 film look like a £150,000 one – even if it takes three years. We wanted to prove that
not only to ourselves, but other filmmakers too.
And with Cricket we also wanted to open people’s eyes to the
plight of millions of trafficked individuals all over the world. Many of
the key scenes in the film are based on real events, which are both
horrific and unforgivable. It was our intention to shed light on the
scale of the industry, the victims, but also the corrupt individuals
behind it too – and their motivations.
So, as we approach the world premiere of Cricket, and I think back
to that fateful night three years ago when I was full of doubt and
uncertainty, it makes me smile to see how far we’ve come since then
and how, like in a Hollywood film, even though it was tough going
for a while, it all worked out in the end.
Or to quote Brandon Lee in The Crow: “It can’t rain all the time.”

If you're interested in seeing archive footage relating to any aspect of local history, you can search the North West Film
Archive's website at www.nwfa.mmu.ac.uk and make an appointment to go in for a viewing. Also look out for public screenings.

Cricket will be screened at the Lowry Outlet Mall's Red Cinema on Sunday November 14 as part of the Seventh Salford Film
Festival. All tickets are free, but get them early as they will sell out! Ticketline: 08448154874, www.salfordfilmfestival.org.uk
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Broadsheet Broadside
by Evan

— My week in journalism

Cowen
Monday

The Cumbria News Group news room — a featureless warehouse filled with desks, computers and
scurrying journos that echoes with hushed and indiscernible chatter. At the centre of this room is a rather
arcane looking computer - all stained keys and a millimetre film of dust covering its screen — straining and
stuttering under an invisible weight. All day long Judy Long sits at this computer, performing what she terms
'active' or 'online' journalism — members of the public are encouraged to email or (for the less
technologically advanced) phone in details of news that their local paper should be aware of. It's like an
anonymous tip off to the police — "If you suspect there may be a tombola or bake sale occurring in your local
area, call this number. Calls will be dealt with sensitively, and anonymously." It was this image that stayed
with me for the rest of my 'work's experience'.
I'd always daydreamed of becoming a journalist — hotly pursuing stories and leads all over town — but
I'd turned up in the Cumbria News room, only to discover that the party was already coming to a slow,
sad end.
Tuesday
Despite first impressions, I felt that by Tuesday morning I was fitting quite comfortably into the 'Life of a
Journalist'. It was a quarter past ten and I was already draining the grainy dregs of my fourth cup of coffee,
I'd updated my myspace profile for the third time, read an article about some mythical British king or other
and checked if there were any decent gigs happening near me soon (answer, as always, 'No').
See, since yesterday morning, nobody had spoken to me at all. We'd been asked to consider writing '150200 words' on any subject for a daily opinion column entitled 'Write Stuff'. In my experience, the column
usually involves Sandra something-or-other venting spleen over how much she can't stand football/Big
Brother/something else everybody seems to enjoy, and thereby trying to convince the readers how quirky
and interesting she is. One can only assume that this is how the paper gets away without having a 'Lonely
Hearts' page. I, similarly, was writing a piece on north Cumbria's historical and mythological significance —
with the aim of inciting a little regional pride in my audience — and meanwhile persuading them that I am
witty and contrite.
I'd emailed my 3rd draft to Neil — sports editor and my 'go to guy' — and was eagerly awaiting his
glowing praise/minor adjustments. I was to be disappointed. Over he came. "Evan", he sighed with fatherly
restraint, "I'm afraid you've understood the purpose of this article." He went on to tell me that my writing is
stuffy, too highbrow, and that the true secret to this exercise was to make people 'mad, sad or glad'. The
average Carlislians (that Neil kindly painted for me as working at the Pirelli factory, supporting Man Utd,
reading The Sun and drinking alot) didn't care about King Arthur or the Jacobite Rebellion. 'Well, they should.'
I moaned, disgruntled and deflated. He pats me on the shoulder, 'Have another go, son. Mad, sad or glad'
— I was clearly a lost cause.
In a flurry of frustration, I rushed off 3 piecemeal diatribes — one mad, one sad, one glad. The madder, he
said, was getting there. I seemed like the less I tried, the better a columnist I became.
Wednesday
Having caught the flu from someone — and I'm choosing to point the finger at Kevin, my fellow experiencee
(but this may just be blind jealousy, as he seems to have spent Tuesday tapping away at some very
important story given to him by the business editor, who sat dotingly over his shoulder. Whilst I passed the
time making a giant elastic band chain, and wishing that Godzilla would sweep past the third storey window).
Anyway — Wednesday, I have the flu, and spend the whole day in bed sleeping and intermittently
reading Jon Snow's autobiography. He's met Idi Amin AND Nelson Mandela! He also realised quite early that
he wanted to be a journalist — whereas I was 22, and didn't really give a shit about journalism, except that

I enjoy writing and thought that it
may be quite fun. Better than being
a teacher, and what else do people
do with a 2:2 in English lit?
Thursday
I'm in court.
I admit, it all happened very
suddenly. I'm at my desk,
sharpening mind daggers and
eagerly awaiting the arrival of
wonder boy Kev, when Judy
lumbers over to me to inform me
that I'm to report 'downtown' (and
she actually says 'Downtown',
which makes me laugh), and she
directs me to the shoebox second
office of the Cumberland News,
and to the office of Mr
Steve Gudgeon.
Dave is a kindly looking fella — 6
feet 5 — the very definition of a gentle giant. He wears wooly jumpers, and it's not long before he's professing
a love for Fleetwood Mac. Which makes it all the more surprising when we discover that he is the paper's
Chief Court Reporter(!). He tells me to grab a cup of tea, we're due in court at 10.
Having had my satchel rummaged through and been ushered into one of the dimly lit briefing rooms, I am
suddenly in the world of journalism I had imagined. I'm encouraged to take notes — “four ears are better than
two,” Steve says, and I may be party to things he's missed. I feel instantly involved. Steve gives me the
skinny on court etiquette — “address the Judge when you enter and, for godsake, don't take your shoes off!”
It can't be said that this was the first urge I thought I'd be overcome by, but I nod gravely, knowing that I am
being initiated into the oldest of human institutions.
One thing I find hugely impressive too, is that whilst us mere mortals write words to communicate our
thoughts, reporters like Steve power through their notebooks using 'shorthand', a kind of sprawling chicken
scratch. I feel utterly let down that I wasn't tasked on my first day with the studying of this strange lexicon.
I'd have liked that, rather than looking up dull facts about Carlisle and celebrity for the paper's 'On this day'
feature, because Judy couldn't be arsed.
That afternoon, Steve and I co-authored a piece about the case — my first piece of published journalism.
I went down to the afternoon session without Steve, full of inspiration and enthusiasm.
Friday
Yesterday, after leaving court, I took a book token that had been burning a hole in my pocket and got a copy
of 'In Cold Blood', which Steve said he'd never read. I inscribed it 'Steve — you are the law — Evan' and left
it with the receptionist. Two months later I heard that he'd been offered a retirement package, and taken it.
On the final day of my experience, I'd crash landed back onto my swivel chair,and into the capable hands
of Neil, who at my request had given me a task. In his contacts book he'd uncovered the number of the
organiser for Cumbria's Sunday football youth league — my mission being to phone him, and to then write
an article...any article.
I spent an hour and a half on the phone to this chap, whilst he leafed through seemingly exhaustless tomes
of tables and results. Pleasantly wishing him a good day, I put the phone down, shouldered my bag and
prepared to leave.
Neil placed a hand on my shoulder, "Evan," he said, with ultimate sincerity this time, "If you were my son,
I'd tell you not to become a newspaper journalist. It's a dying art." I could see that already. I thanked him for
his honesty, walked out the door and caught the bus home from Fisher St.
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Masculine, feminine:
Shortlist and Stylist magazines
by

10

Natalie Bradbury

EVERY WEDNESDAY morning, two free magazines appear on the streets of several cities around the
country, including Manchester (as well as airport lounges and French Connection stores). Left in piles next
to the Metro newspaper, or handed out by men in yellow jackets, they’re designed to be grabbed by
workers on their daily commute.
Why two magazines? Well, with its bold title in an unfussy font and covers in primary colours featuring
prominent men such as Alan Sugar, Gordon Gecko, Russell Brand and Fabio Capello staring you straight
on, with some cover stars, such as Tony Blair, so important they’re further emboldened in black and white,
Shortlist is aimed at attracting the eye of men. The strapline promises that inside you will find ‘News, Sport,
TV, Cars, Movies, Style’ — the same subjects you might see covered in the ‘Men’s Lifestyle’ section of a
newsagents. Stylist’s decorative font, italicised to give the impression it’s a bit more thoughtful, and backed
up by a palette of pinks and lilacs, is meant to attract the female sensibility. Its sleeves show cupcakes,
shoes, handbags, a puppy with floppy ears, and singers and Hollywood actresses staring pensively into
the distance or looking down shyly. Inside, is ‘Fashion, Travel, People, Ideas, Beauty’.
The two magazines are produced in the same building, and published by the same company, yet their
whole premise is that men and women are fundamentally different. Rather than looking at the interests
men and women have in common and producing a magazine anyone could find interesting, they focus on
heightening traditional male and female pursuits and exaggerating conventionally male or female
attributes until the two magazines display complete parodies of what is ‘masculine’ or ‘feminine’.
The magazines’ content is primarily concerned with selling a certain, ideal lifestyle — something for men,
and women, to aspire to, which often harks back to recapturing the values of an earlier era. In Stylist,
interviewees are praised for their sophistication, glamour and mystique, and for being enigmatic — in
comparison with what the magazine regards as the ‘laddish’ behaviour of some women today. Shortlist
talks admiringly of the ‘hard living charisma’ of Serge Gainsbourg and the glamour of the Rat Pack,
emphasising timeless elegance, from Savile Row tailoring to owning a decent watch — ‘The mark of a
gentleman’. Shortlist is obsessed with the escapist themes of adventure, endurance, war and danger, from
endless articles about drug lords and South American gangs to reports from war zones, instructions about
how to survive in space and lists of the most dangerous places in the world to trade in. Shortlist is also
heavily biased towards technology, and keeping up to date with the latest ‘must-have’ gadgets.
Interestingly, Stylist has more emphasis than Shortlist on food and literature (although it does liken Philip
Larkin, hilariously, to a ‘grumpier, smarter Bridget Jones’).
In case you’d missed what’s being sold to you, Shortlist backs it up with adverts for beer that promises
adventure, deodorant that will ‘give you balls’, face cream that ‘wages war on oily skin’, phones aiding
survival and endless adverts for cars, watches, clothes and the Discovery Channel. Stylist, in contrast, is
primarily packed with adverts for grooming products such as shampoo and hair dye, IKEA furniture, clothes
and the occasional car or rom com film.
Each magazine has a regular columnist with whom we’re supposed to empathise and sympathise. Danny
Wallace’s column, in Shortlist, is one of the highlights of the magazine, a feature that rarely fails to make
me laugh as he fails woefully at performing everyday tasks, from ordering a sandwich to securing the
services of a plumber. His well-written column reads like a piece of creative writing exaggerated slightly
for comic effect. I don’t believe for a minute that he’s as hapless as he makes out. Unfortunately, the same
can’t be said for Dawn Porter, who was somehow given a column in Stylist magazine (which, thankfully,
seems to have disappeared for the time being) despite being one of the least interesting women you can
imagine meeting. Over the course of a few insipid paragraphs of fluff, Porter shares insights into her life
such as being chased by a wasp, dying her hair and having PMT.
In her recent book One Dimensional Woman, Nina Power said ‘If the contemporary portrayal of
womankind were to be believed, contemporary female achievement would culminate in the ownership of
expensive handbags, a vibrator, a job, a flat and a man’. We can blame a lot of this on Sex and the City,
which, in one of several Sex and the City specials, Stylist claims ‘shaped the cultural development of the
21st century’ and acts as a ‘champion of women…a platform for female independence, career success, a
woman’s right to hideously expensive shoes…and made single life sexy’ (I couldn’t agree less with this
description of Sex and the City — superficial, self-obsessed, dull, needy women whose lives revolve around

where their next man is going to come from). Stylist goes on to say that the biggest appeal of the women
in Sex and the City is that they are ‘real’, managing to ‘tap into the pysche of modern, professional women
brilliantly’, yet they are not like anyone I know or would ever wish to meet. It states that, unlike ‘99% of the
female population’, ‘men just don’t understand Sex and the City’ — ignoring all the women who, too, think
Sex and the City is banal and shallow. The biggest problem I have with Sex and the City (aside from its
limited depictions of homosexuality and bisexuality) is the same I have with Shortlist and Stylist magazines
— the distinctions they make between men and women, and the way they don’t even try to understand
each other. The women in Sex and the City show little interest in anything outside men and each other;
their level of political engagement is limited to sleeping with politicians, they have no heterosexual male
friends and find it seemingly impossible to relate to men on any level other than sex — not that they want
to. As Samantha says: “I’ve never been friends with any men. Why would I? Women are for friendships,
men are for fucking.”
At the start of this century, David Gauntlett noted in Media, Gender and Identity: An Introduction (one of
many studies of men’s and women’s magazines) that the men’s magazine market is relatively new as it had
long been thought that “‘real men’ didn’t need a magazine to tell them how to live’. Today, however,
Shortlist magazine seems hell bent on reclaiming manliness from a perceived social and cultural assault
on male values and pursuits. It runs articles with titles such as ‘Why it’s ok to be a man again’ and Giles
Coren defending the barbecue as ‘the last bastion of masculinity’. Despite this, there’s just as much
pressure on men as women to look after their appearance, from protecting their hair on holiday to ten
steps to getting the perfect beach body.
I don’t, however, think that either magazine is bad — they both have several features I enjoy, and in both
magazines there are whole sections I flick straight through (sport in Shortlist and beauty in Stylist).
Shortlist magazine’s ‘Secret Genius’ quiz page is fun for passing time, and some of the ‘Instructions for
Men’, such as ‘how to avoid showing fear in a job interview’, are useful. Stylist magazine celebrates female
achievements, holds networking events for female entrepreneurs and prints women’s responses to
topical news stories such as the Marie Stopes TV advertisements. Its ‘Elsewhere’ page rounds up world
news stories relating to women around the world, often focusing on the quirky and bizarre, which I would
otherwise have missed. I’ve also cut out and tried several recipes from Stylist magazine (Shortlist too used
to publish recipes, but stopped for some reason). ‘Work Life: A one-day diary, from morning latte to lights
out’, which looks at the typical day of a different career women each week, from school teachers to
paramedics to zookeepers, is a good idea — although it almost always focuses on women in London and
the south. I admired Stylist’s election coverage, which looked at each of the main parties’ policies, and
how they affect women, in turn, and even hosted a women’s question time. Furthermore, both magazines,
albeit separately, try to address issues affecting men and women, such as depression, bereavement, work
life balance, housework and fertility, and sometimes even offer new perspectives on much written about
stories — what it’s really like to be raised by a teenage parent, the psychological impact on men of women
waiting longer to have children, the mindset of female terrorists and mafia members, and what motivates
women to ‘kiss and tell’.
I’ve been reading Shortlist since it started in 2007 (Stylist is a far more recent addition to newsstands
which hit the streets just over a year ago), for the simple reason that it has a sense of humour — it makes
me laugh. Of the two, I’d say Stylist is the slightly better magazine — not, I’d like to think, because I’m a
women, but it has more consistently substantial, varied content than Shortlist which, as the name
suggests, is full of lists of trivia aimed at a short attention span. Stylist has some good features, from a
recent article about women graffiti artists to reports on the oppression of women around the world and
pieces on serial killers and prostitution. The main criticism I’d make of both magazines is their homogeneity
— the people and lifestyles shown within their pages are rarely anything other than white, affluent
and heterosexual.
I don’t understand why, instead of patronising us with sexist, outdated notions of male and female
interests such as ‘a generation of women obsessed with shoes’, Shortlist Media can’t just produce one super
magazine that will appeal to everyone, combining the intelligent, interesting, feature length articles and
topical news stories of Stylist with the humour and factoids of Shortlist. I, for one, would read it.
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magazine that will appeal to everyone, combining the intelligent, interesting, feature length articles and
topical news stories of Stylist with the humour and factoids of Shortlist. I, for one, would read it.
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Story of the Salford Star

A FEW years back, you might have seen copies of free community magazine the
Salford Star, a snapshot of life in Salford that was searching, biting,
sometimes funny, often celebratory and always readable and well-written. It
featured everything from investigative reporting — showing the other side
of local ‘success’ stories such as the Lowry, MediaCity and Urban Splash
regeneration — to chats with councillors, gig reviews and interviews with
local musicians and artists — the role, in fact, you would expect a local
newspaper to fulfil. The Salford Star, though, was launched as an
independent project, written and produced by Salfordians for Salfordians,
with up to 100 members of the local community involved, from a pool of
writers and photographers to graphic designers in bedrooms all over
Salford, and families distributing it around the city streets door-to-door.
Unfortunately, the chances are you‘ve never got your hands on the Salford
Star. Since starting in 2006, the Salford Star produced nine highly regarded
print copies — the magazine was even runner up in the prestigious
nationwide Paul Foot Award for Campaigning Journalism in 2007 — before it
was forced online in 2008, due to a difficulty attracting advertising and
what could be seen as unfair competition from Salford City Council’s own
expensive to produce, self-congratulatory magazine Life In Salford which is
distributed around the city’s households. This situation has resulted in a
long and frustrating struggle for funding, with requests for public
funding repeatedly being turned down by council committees.
At a talk at the Working Class Movement Library in Salford during the
summer, Salford Star editor Stephen Kingston set the scene, describing the
backdrop against which the Salford Star started and the motivation behind
it: “Salford is one of the most deprived areas in the country. The Salford
Star didn’t come about by people sitting in garrets thinking let’s make a
nice community magazine. We spent six months researching what our
communities wanted and needed.”
Kingston and the other volunteers chose tell the stories of the city
because if they didn’t, no one else would. Kingston has to fit it around
working in schools and driving a mobile library: “I was up at 4am this
morning investigating swimming and taxi ranks. It’s a full time job
investigating what’s going on.We‘re not saying it‘s right or wrong, we‘re
investigating it objectively — who else is there to investigate it?”
At a time when the newspaper industry has been struggling, with local
newspapers across the country being forced to make redundancies, or in some
cases even close down altogether, the Salford Star plugs an important gap
by being able to look at stories in depth and perform vital functions such
as holding the local council to account, which includes frequently making
Freedom of Information requests and looking at where public money goes.
“Without independent media, there is no democracy. There is no
investigative journalism even in the nationals anymore because of the cost
of reporting it,” Kingston explained.
“The Salford Advertiser has five reporters and the MEN has one reporter
covering Salford — they have no time. Why are there so many police stories
in the Salford Advertiser/MEN? They’re written for you, they come with video
and a photo. They’re there for you. It’s cheap and easy journalism.”
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The Salford Star quickly became a political hot potato (“Those that
supported us took copies under the desk with a wink. If we put it in the
civic centre then 10 minutes later it would be in the bin — but they don’t
tell you they won’t take it.”), with the Council denouncing it as biased,
although Kingston insists it is non-political: “They can’t find evidence of
us being political or unbalanced. We’re not anti the council. We gave John
Merry [Salford Council leader] seven pages — we don’t wave flags saying burn
the town hall down, we use it as a bridge. We have no axe to grind. We’re
not anti Labour. Whoever was in power we would investigate and print
anything we find.”
The Salford Star also shows off positive aspects of life in Salford.
Kingston claims: “2/3 of it is positive. We have positive stories — actors,
dancers, singers, local artists, football teams.”
He continues, “We give people a voice to tell their stories. The Salford
Star gets phoned up at least once, twice, five times a day by people
wanting to get their stories told.”
The Salford Star was free, as a cover price could exclude people.
Thousands of people a month read the Salford Star now it’s online, from as
far afield as London, Australia and Brazil, but Kingston is adamant that
‘it has to be a print copy’. The magazine is currently trying to raise the
funds to return to print as “we’re updating practically every day, but 60
per cent of people in Salford don’t have the internet”. Kingston gets lots
of encouragement from the people the newspaper serves: “We get supportive
letters and we’ve had donations in 5 and 10ps.”
Kingston undertook research in the WCML for inspiration for the Salford
Star, linking the magazine to a long tradition of radical publications:
“There is a history dating back 300 years of communities trying to tell the
truth. We ransacked past community magazines — the Northern Star, the
Tameside Eye, Rochdale Alternative Press — every little town had one.”
“People have always tried to stop magazines, criticising them and
stopping people from having a choice. In 1712, a tax on newspapers was
introduced. In 1815, there was a 4p tax on 2p newspapers. In 1818, the
editor of the Manchester Observer was jailed, as was the editor of the
Northern Star and Richard Carlile, the editor of the Republican.”
The Salford Star editor may not have been sent to jail, but according to
Kingston, censorship is still alive and well, working in far more subtle
ways: “Censorship is national and international. In Mexico and Columbia
they blow up the offices of investigative journalists. In Britain they do
it with your wallet. Salford has a regeneration economy. There is no
business in Salford — it’s dead. The only businesses we have can’t afford
to advertise. Our potential advertisers would be the Lowry, PCTs, fire and
police services, but we’re saying things they don’t want to hear. Any
application for funding we make just gets ripped up.”
“Salford has nothing. It’s so hard to do anything in Salford as it’s so
spread out. That’s why we need the Salford Star.”
To make a donation towards the future of the Salford Star, or to read the
magazine online, visit www.salfordstar.com.
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“Why do people
make zines?”

I RECENTLY watched a documentary called $100 and A T-Shirt — A
Documentary about Zines in the Northwest US, which was made a few
years ago, about the annual Portland Zine Symposium. As well as
showing footage of the event, including seminars, the film compiles
interviews with zine makers from the city’s Independent Publishing
Resource Centre, covering such fundamental questions as ‘What is a
zine’, and concluding ‘zines are a visual medium — we should try our
hardest to make them look good’, ‘Who makes zines’ (’99% of us are all
nerds’), ‘Why make zines’ — not to make profit, but to have fun,
educate and ‘alter people‘s perceptions', ‘How do you make zines?’ —
something to have in the back of your mind is that ‘everything needs
to be a multiple of four’, ‘Where have zines taken us and what’s next’ and, perhaps most importantly of
all, ‘Why do people spend all their time in front of Xerox machines?’.
It’s a thorough introduction to zines, suggesting their spirit goes as far back as Martin Luther nailing his
words to a church door, and can be identified in publications as diverse as the pamphlets of Thomas Paine,
publications from the Labor movement, satirical magazine the Realist, the poetry anthologies of the Beats,
and the punk and Riot Grrrl movements, when women made zines in their ‘hundreds and hundreds’.
The interviewees leaf through a zine library, picking out their favourite zines — or the strangest, which
range from the niche — zines about collecting shoes and a publication about substitute teachers — to the
practical — from a pamphlet dedicated to fonts to feminist zines offering advice on rape, sexual assault,
the law, where to go for abortion advice and insight into mental health problems — and the downright
grotesque — a zine about ‘the use of bodily fluids for revenge’.
There’s a strong community element, with zine makers sending zines all over in the post and receiving
detailed critiques in return. The documentary’s charm is the enthusiasm everyone shows towards what
they do, with one participant describing it as a ‘co-dependent relationship I couldn't break up even if I
wanted to’ and others concurring ‘You have to find a way to produce it no matter what it takes’ because
if you didn’t ‘you’d be standing yelling on street corners’.
Over the past few months, I have been asking Manchester based magazines and fanzines why they still
bother producing a print copy when it is so cheap, easy and convenient to publish online. Here are
some responses:
I started b&n magazine in 2006 as a platform for myself and friends
to publish their work in a print magazine that wouldn't reject them
because they weren't "witty enough", or edit until their articles were
no longer recognizable as their own work. While working on the first issue, I
developed an almost masochistic fetish for print. The exhausting process of
editing articles in the middle of the night, arranging them to create a pretty (or
at least remotely appealing — unfortunately, I am not blessed with great design
skills) layout, moving them around to fit on the 32 pages I allow myself, adding
photos, drawings and little tweaks, taking the finished work to the printers,
seeing the first test prints, collecting the big box of magazines, carrying them
home and stamping every single one with the pink b&n logo, this all causes me
just as much pleasure and delight as it makes me tired, worried and sometimes
just plain frustrated.
It's the sensation of paper in your hand, the act of handing a copy to a friend
or stranger and seeing them flick through it, discovering a magazine on
someone's coffee table and finally running out of copies, telling friends "this is
one of the last ones, please be careful" that makes publishing print magazines
extremely rewarding. Compare that to telling someone the URL of your web blog or web zine, and you know why
I still bother.
I decided to distribute the magazine for free to add an element of chance to it. I think the idea of people
finding the magazine in random places, cafes, records shops... is quite appealing, and it makes it seem like a
present or a nice find rather than something they have paid money for and that they might find disappointing.
Sam Bail

b&n

Things Happen
When sitting around Manchester Municipal Design Corporation HQ pondering
what we wanted from our ‘zine — Things Happen — we knew it had to be
printed: a beautiful object you can hold in your hands, put on your bookshelf
and lend to a friend. Sure, our goals of communication, interaction and
provocation could be met by the internet, but there are several reasons why
print, for us, is still not only valid, but preferable.
With Things Happen we want people to know what is going on in
Manchester and show that they have the ability to shape the future of the city,
by attempting to do it ourselves in whatever small ways we can. To do this we
produce a printed mag that acts as a resource, guide and showcase for what’s
already happened, what is happening and what could, should and will happen here.
That in itself shows we are not all talk and no trousers, and also shows that if we can do it, anyone can. Not
everyone would chance upon the online version (which does exist, too) and anyway the reach of such a thing is too
broad. Internet users the world over can access it, whereas we want to target a specific audience — people in
the city.
Printed publications are great for people to happen across and pick up; they provide an instant fix of
information. They are something you can give to someone, they can be passed around and stumbled upon in ways
the internet is yet to manage, due to its multiple distractions. Can you hide a webpage in the bookcase of a café in
the city whose inhabitants you want to reach?
Besides being a tangible artefact, ‘zines are great records of activity; they provide a history of a time and place.
Think of the movements of the recent past that have been documented by the periodicals that accompany them:
Situationist International, Underground Press Syndicate, De Stijl, punk… These larger bodies of work can tell stories
much more coherently than the internet, as virtual archives are secondary to the here and now. Again, there’s always
something new to look at, but there’s no confusion with a stack of newspapers.
Amongst our influences are DIY underground music fanzines, and underground bands putting out vinyl records.
The reason is thus: anyone can start a blog, and anyone can burn a CD — and I encourage that — but it shows that
extra care, attention and dedication to invest time (and money) into producing something that bit more special and
real. It adds value to what you are doing and it says to people “these guys are serious”.
It is free because that's the only price that everyone can afford. It can be left around town without people
worrying about collecting payment when someone picks it up. It does mean we have to find funders but that's
better than advertising.
The second issue of Things Happen is out now…Dan Russell
Belle Vue was started by fourteen proud Mancunians (and a few proud immigrants!) in
2008. This fourteen included hair dressers, architects, cycle couriers, painter decorators,
computer programmers and nurses.
Initially inspired by the lack of a decent events-publication, Belle Vue grew more easily into sporadically published
topophilic fanzine-style writing about Manchester. Often, but not always, quite nostalgic but always with a hotchpotch of writers and articles, all linked by the single theme of the city.
Initially contributed to by pure amateurs, the fanzine has now attracted
professional writing talent from near and far. Maybe we've sold out? Well,
amateur or otherwise, we don't pay anyone so perhaps not just yet!
Belle Vue fanzine will almost undoubtedly never be in full web format. We
might get a more stable web presence (ie site) but it will chiefly be to direct
people to places to get the real thing... information about the zine, not the
zine itself.
I'm not sure exactly what it is but there's a lot of value to be felt in the
physical printed object... We have a list of little benefits to being print-only which
most of us seem to agree with. For one thing, it's about the city, so surely you
should have to go out into the city to get a copy? Maybe to somewhere you
haven't been before.
Sorry that isn't a coherent reason in itself but all the little things we feel about
it add up to meaning it can only be in print. This is never going to change... plus,
I reckon a good few people who help make it are completely internet illiterate.
The Belle Vue facebook account raised some eyebrows! Joe Shaw

Belle Vue
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Belle Vue

15 Oh Manchester
by Rachel Cranshaw
Oh, Manchester
They say you've got so much
To answer for
The dryness of my mouth
And constriction in my throat
A quickening of pulse
And a sharp intake of breath
Factories deserted
Pennines proud
A train track hot with anticipation
The sky threatens
The clouds bulge
And burst
Spilling fat droplets
Of the liquid they use to say
'Hello my darling, it's been too long'
Estates, in both senses of the word
Loom but do not overwhelm you
Beautiful brick
And stodgy cement
Are only part of your foundations
You've kept my memories safe for me
While I've been gone
Of countless hot and sticky nights
And many more a colder one
You're more than football
More than music
More than literary inspiration
You're a bit of me
A girl
In love with a city
Pulling in to Piccadilly station
For Simon and Nicola, who first introduced me to the delights of
this city.
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Banana soup:

Vegetable and banana soup
and Elvis sandwich

First place a chopped onion in a pan. Add vegetable/olive oil (whichever is handy) to stop it sticking to the
bottom then salt and pepper. Then stir in the following vegetables in this order: garlic, carrot, sweet
potatoes, potatoes, courgette, mushroom, chopped tomatoes, aubergine, sunﬂower
seeds/lentils/beans/peas if you like, broccoli, cauliﬂower — cut small.
Turmeric powder
Stock or stock tablet — Oxo, vegetable, chicken, ﬁsh stock all good
Bit of pepper/chilli
Add boiling water so the liquid level is just lower than the height of all your vegetables
in the pan. Bring to the boil with a lid on the pan.
When boiled, simmer and add spices and stock. Keep checking all the liquid doesn't
boil away — not good. If it does, add more liquid — more stock, tomato juice.
Cook for a total time of between an hour and a quarter and two hours depending on
how runny and liquidy your veg choice and selection and the size of the pan. Sample with
your taste buds to check when it’s ready. Use your feeling and what your head tells you to
decide when it's ready.
During the boiling and simmering:
Prepare some bananas and bread. Bananas have a similar tactile squidginess to
soft bread. Cut up four bananas — large of course.
Use two slices of bread to make a banana sandwich, you don't need any
butter it's as it’s squidgy (cut the calories).
Add the rest of banana to the simmering soup.

To make the Elvis Sandwich:
Add oil to frying pan. Place bread in oil and fry it for 30 seconds on either side. Place banana, strawberry
jam, chocolate spread and/or peanut butter spread on fried bread — depending which era Elvis you
wanna be...
Place on other piece of fried bread, to complete sandwich
Replace the sandwich in the pan for 30 seconds to one minute either side. The heat will melt
the chocolate and bind and mould the sandwich mixture together.
Shake Rattle and Roll and eat. Enjoy!

by Rich Howe
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Vegan lentil and
pepper moussaka
by

Kayleigh Read
Makes enough for two generous portions or four smaller
portions.
For the layers:
1 large aubergine
1 large red pepper
For the lentil sauce:
glug of olive oil.
1 onion
2 fat cloves of garlic
1 can of green lentils
1 can of chopped tomatoes
1 heaped teaspoon of bouillon powder
1 teaspoon of brown sugar
salt and pepper to taste
Vegan white sauce:
2 heaped tablespoons of plain ﬂour
1 heaped tablespoon of vegan margarine
5 tablespoons of nutritional yeast ﬂakes
400ml soya milk
1 level teaspoon of bouillon powder
salt and pepper to taste
First cut the aubergine into 1cm thick slices and lay on a
cooking sheet. Do the same with the red pepper. Drizzle with oil and pop in the oven at 200c. They should be cooked
in the time it takes to make the sauces but keep an eye on them! Take the onion and garlic, slice thinly and add to a pan
with the oil. Fry until golden, then add the lentils, chopped tomatoes and seasoning. The sugar here will take the
sharpness and acidity out of the tomatoes and give a yummy caramel taste to the ﬁnished sauce. Pop on the back ring
and turn down low to simmer and reduce. Next for the roux! It is best to have everything ready to hand for a roux as
they can be a little tricky and tend to thicken pretty quickly. In a pan melt the margarine, making sure it doesn't get
too hot and burn. Then add the ﬂour, with a whisk beat this in to make a smooth paste. Then add the soya milk a bit
at a time while constantly stirring as it can get lumpy! When all the soya milk is in allow to come to the boil while still
giving it a mix. You will notice the texture change quite rapidly. You can add more soya if it gets too thick! Now add your
nutritional yeast ﬂakes. These give a great cheesy ﬂavour! Then the bouillon and salt and pepper to taste.
In a baking dish layer a few of your lovely cooked aubergine slices on the bottom then the red pepper, then some of
the tomato and lentil mix and then your white sauce. Keep layering until everything’s used up, ending with a white
sauce layer on top.
Pop in the oven for 15 to 20 mins until golden and bubbling! Serve with salad and bread.
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Banana soup:

Vegetable and banana soup
and Elvis sandwich
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Good things happening soon
Thursday November 4,
Grouper and Rafael Anton
Irisarri, Islington Mill,
Salford. Delicate, ethereal
folk
and
the
most unassuming stage
presence imaginable – just
lay back and surrender.
Friday November 5,
Bonfire Night. Displays
across the city, including
Platt Fields Park and
Heaton Park, with a giant
bonfire
and
funfair
(recommended).
Friday November 5, The
Doers, The Drifters & The
Dreamers, Islington Mill,
Salford. Interactive events
featuring workshops and
artists
working
in
installation, video, text,
performance and sound
exploring
themes
of
labour, protest, pleasure
and
play.
(exhibition
continues until Saturday
November 20)
Saturday November 6,
Ready Steady Girls, Saki
Bar, Rusholme. New night
of girl-group fun.
Sunday November 7,
Victoria Baths Open day,
12pm. Manchester’s water
palace throws its doors
open
with
choir
performances and guided
tours. (last open day of
the year)
Loiterers
Resistance
Movement
psychogeographic
walk
around

Manchester.
See
w w w. n o w h e r e fest.blogspot.com for more
details. (monthly)

local historian Jonathan
Schofield to tie in with
artist
Phil
Collins’
exhibition in the galleries.

Tuesday November 9,
Veronica Falls, Deaf
Institute. Female fronted
indie-pop with support
from Cloud Nothings.

Wednesdays November
10 and 24, Pull Yourself
Together, Common. Indiepop night with zines.
(twice monthly)

Wednesday November
10-Sunday November
14, Salford Film Festival,
MediaCityUK,
Salford
Quays. Annual festival
celebrating both emerging
filmmakers
and
the
city’s cinematic history.
Screenings include Cricket
(Lowry
Outlet
Mall,
November 14) – see
feature on p6.

Saturday November 13,
Stuart Edmundson, International 3. Bolton artist at
Fairfield Street’s tiny
gallery. (exhibition continues
until
Saturday
December 18)

Wednesday November
10-Saturday November
27, City on Screen,
Cornerhouse. Celebration
of Manchester through
film, TV, talks and
discussions.
Highlights
include
A
City
Speaks (November 10),
Manchester Civic Film
from 1947, introduced by
local historian CP Lee – a
must see! and CP Lee
guided tour Hollywood of
the North – Coach Trip
(November 27) followed
by a screening of ‘60s
Manchester cop classic
Hell Is A City – another
must
see!
Other
November
highlights
include Marxism Day
(November 28) – a tour,
debate and quiz with

Saturdays November 13
and 27, Underachievers
Please Try Harder, Saki
Bar, Rusholme. Classic
indie disco with live bands
(twice monthly)
Tuesday November 16,
Alasdair Roberts, Cath &
Phil Tyler and Jozef Van
Wissem, Sacred Trinity
Church, Salford. Scottish
folk in one of the city’s
most beautiful venues.
Wednesday November
17, Victoria Baths Swimming Club, Levenshulme
Baths, 7pm. Friends of
Victoria Baths swim in
another old pool. (monthly)
Thursday November 18Thursday December 2,
NICE festival, various
venues including Islington
Mill, Royal Exchange
theatre, Manchester Craft
Centre,
Manchester

Museum, Kro, Whitworth
Art Gallery. Nordic art and
culture festival taking
place in Manchester,
Liverpool and across the
North West, with film, food,
theatre and art.
Friday November 19,
Latitude – Artist MapMaking,
Manchester
Modernist Society, 142
Chapel Street. Salford.
Manchester
Modernist
Society’s new project
presents artists’ unusual
take on maps. Part of
Chapel Street Open.
Beach House, Manchester
Cathedral. Epic pop in a
grand setting.
Friday November 19Sunday November 28,
Chapel Street Open,
various venues including
St Philip’s Church and the
Kings Arms, Salford.
Open studios celebrating
Salford’s creative talent,
including a Christmas fair
at Islington Mill (November
25), and demonstrations
at
the
Hot
Bed
Press Printmakers’ Studio
(November 27 and 28).
Saturday November 20,
5th Carefully Planned AllDayer, Castle
Hotel.
Bands all day in a
charming old pub.
Sunday November 21,
Hotpants Romance, Fuel,
Withington. Punk three
piece with hotpants!

Things that might be in the next issue: Feminism, recipes, photographs, creative
writing, listings, illustration, music, things to make and do and more.

